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Bryston BP-2 MM/MC Phono Preamp with the PS-3 Power Supply Review

B

ryston, the Canadian high audio manufacturer who has been around for decades, has thrived with a loyal customer base because they do
many things that just make sense. They are engineering driven, refusing to chase fads and trends, and price their gear very fairly. Their
products are made in North America, with a build quality competitors should envy, with legendary reliability, backed by 20 year warranties on
many products. Read the complete review at www.novohighend.com.

Sonic Qualities that Audiophiles & Audio Critics look for in High End 2-Channel Stereo Systems

A

semi-profound simile used in 2-channel audiophile reviewer circles posits: “Writing about music is like dancing about architecture.” Said
another way, English is a lousy language for describing how things sound. So how exactly do audio critics “describe” stereo sound? This
article will provide some insight into the various sonic qualities that audiophiles want to hear from stereo systems and the various terms
that audio reviewers use to describe sonic characteristics. Read the complete article at www.novohighend.com.

From the Recording Studio to Your High-End System: Insights From an Industry

W

hen we listen to music on our audio systems, the last thing on most people’s minds would be what decisions were made by the recording professionals involved, in the process of recording any given piece of music. This is only natural, as we want to enjoy the music to
its fullest, and not be distracted by the intricacies of the recording sessions. And yet, when the listener is informed of some of the why’s and
how’s of the studio methods, it can often result in much greater enjoyment of the music. Read the complete article at www.novohighend.com.

www.novohighend.com

Exploring the Classroom of the Future - Today
Why It’s Time to Make the Classroom an Immersive Experience

by Stephanie Greenall
The Merge Cube is a “holographic cube” that can be transformed into 3D objects and scenes.

W

hen you’re a kid, the very
thought of spending another
day staring at an out-of-date stained
textbook is mind-numbing. Your only
escape from long, tedious lectures
is by passing notes to your equally
bored classmates. It was when a TV
rolled into the classroom, or we were
able to spend 15 minutes avoiding
dysentery on the Oregon Trail — a beloved problem-solving video game —
that we were excited about the day’s
lessons.
From VHS tapes of Bill Nye the
Science Guy to Math Circus PC games,
there was something special about
the days our teachers brought a little
tech to class. Today my childhood
classroom could be considered
ancient — or so I was recently told
by a couple of high school students.
While technology in classrooms is
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quickly evolving, the topic continues imaginations and get those creative
to be a hot one. In the past juices flowing. While smartphones,
institutions introduced technology tablets, and laptops are important
to students that they might not instruments, they can also quickly
have readily available at home. My transform into tools of distraction. A
first experiences with CD-ROMS, classroom where students are fully
LaserDiscs, and — painfully slow — engaged with the content and are
dial-up internet was all thanks to my free from disruptions would be the
elementary school. We were always ideal environment for learning. With
excited to check out the latest Magic the help of immersive technologies
School Bus game or see what we — like virtual and augmented reality
could discover on the world wide web. — a classroom could cultivate the
But it seems like the tables have ultimate educational atmosphere.
Incorporating virtual and augmented
turned and schools are now trying to
reality into lesson plans can transform
catch up to their students.
Kids today can navigate a mobile how students understand and absorb
phone before they utter their first content. I remember having a difficult
word and gaming consoles are time grasping certain theories in my
becoming increasingly prevalent chemistry class because I wasn’t
at home. Schools need to focus able to visualize the concepts.
on finding a way to use devices Recently I stumbled across a video of
to stimulate their student’s an augmented reality (AR) chemistry
www.novo.press
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This is what the actual Merge Cube looks like.
app that highlighted the molecules way to introduce the medium into
and their bonding structures — mind classrooms. Transporting students to
blown! The Arloon Chemistry mobile places that they might not have the
app ($3 USD) uses printed markers chance to visit, or are just downright
— visual cues which trigger the impossible! Discover the Great Wall
display of the virtual information — of China or explore the inside of a
and generates a model that can be blood vessel, there are no limits
rotated and adjusted. For those who when it comes to VR. With immersive
are visual learners, it’s the perfect adventures, there are many ways
tool to accompany a lesson. Had this that they can be incorporated and
been available when I was in school executed in a classroom environment.
I wouldn’t have been crying over From a couple of Google cardboards
to a complete VR/AR system, there
covalent bonds.
Described as “the hologram you hold is an option for every institution. For
in your hand,” the Merge Cube ($14.99 groups or full class field trips, there
USD) is an AR application that has is the Google Expeditions Kit. This
become popular in classrooms. A system allows the teacher to act as
collection of mobile apps accompany the guide and lead a group of students
the foam cube and transform it into — called explorers — on a virtual trip.
digital 3D objects and scenes. From Here the explorers can visit museums,
exploring the bottom of the ocean the ocean, and even outer space. The
to examining the human anatomy, collection of VR panoramas feature
there is an array of worlds that can annotated details, points of interest,
fit in the palm of your hand. Merge has and questions that will help drive
helped to make VR and AR accessible a class discussion. The kit comes
to schools and teachers have been with a teacher device (a tablet to
filling up their shopping carts with control screens), virtual reality
these award-winning cubes. Their viewers, router, charging station, and
simple design and ease of use make a 360-degree camera (starting at
them an engaging and educational toy. $3280.99 US for a kit of 10). While
And they’re not just for kids...I keep Google Expeditions is a great tool
one on my desk!
for virtual field trips, the system
In addition to AR applications, there still relies on headsets that require
are a variety of virtual reality (VR) mobile devices — which can be prone
experiences that can enhance the to overheating. If the devices get too
learning environment. Virtual reality hot, they can shut down and interrupt
field trips have become a popular the student’s experience.
www.novo.press

If you are worried about overheating
there is an alternative system that
doesn’t require smartphones to
operate. Specifically developed for
the classroom, ClassVR features
standalone
headsets
where
overheating mobiles are no longer a
problem. This VR and AR platform is
similar to the Google Expeditions Kit
and provides students with controlled
experiences. In addition to the
hardware to run the system, ClassVR
provides educators with lesson plans
and the ability to align content with
their curriculum.
Whether it’s an integrated system
or a couple of head mounted
displays, providing these activities
allows students to deepen their
understanding. While some schools
are testing the waters when it comes
to VR and AR, many are still yet to
be convinced. Researchers from the
University of Maryland conducted
an in-depth analysis that reviewed
whether people learn better through
immersive environments — like
virtual reality — or if traditional
mediums like desktop computers and
tablets offered a better setting. Their
results suggested that immersive
environments offered improved
outcomes in education through higher
retention rates. Many of the study’s
participants noted that the presence
they felt while using VR helped
to improve their focus. Hopefully,
NOVO 9
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The Arloon Chemistry app uses augmented reality to teach students the basics of chemistry.
institutions will take note of these
results and the results of similar
studies and help drive the adoption of
these technologies for education.
While promising study results and
the thought of a captivated class is
easy to get excited about, introducing
a new medium to students has to be
done carefully. It is essential when
implementing a new system that
you are not incorporating ‘technology
for technology’s sake.’ Deciding
how virtual or augmented reality will
supplement lessons and enhance
the learning experience is essential.
If we can provide children with a
deeper understanding of concepts
and a higher retention rate, immersive
mediums should be included in the
curriculum, but we also need to
ensure there is quality content that
will produce these desired results.
The classrooms of the future will
include VR and AR, but today we rely
on the advocates for the technology
and their ability to introduce it to
interested institutions. All we can
ask for right now is the willingness
from these institutions to play and
participate with this technology and
hope it becomes a standard tool in
the classrooms of tomorrow.
10 NOVO

The Google Expeditions Kit allows students to visit locations around the
world, in immersive experiences, from the comfort of the classroom.
www.novo.press

What’s Really Behind the Vinyl Resurgence?

by Kevin Rak

I

n 1977, when I got my second turntable, a Technics SL D202, the first
thing I fell in love with was the stroboscope and the corresponding dot-pattern on the side of the platter. It just
looked so bloody cool and oozed hightech, even for 1977. The best thing
about the brand new Technics 1200G
turntable, for $3 grand, is that it still
has the same dots on the platter and
strobe. In fact, the new table is visually pretty much identical to the one
it replaces. It just somehow never got
old looking.
When CDs came out in the early
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80s, I was extremely excited
and glad to move on from vinyl.
Goodbye to snap crackle and pop. No
longer having to flip the disc over to
hear the B-side. Low distortion, high
output, clean sound, and fresh new
slick-looking components. Au revoir
dust cover and clunky mechanical
movements. My friends and I began
to sell our big black vinyl discs to
fund the subsequent purchases of
the new shiny silver discs. No more
warping or melting LPs. Better, easier,
and less required storage space.
These things will last forever, I recall

thinking. The future finally arrived.
Turntables and vinyl quickly began
disappearing from stores and from
the public consciousness. Analogue
was deemed outdated, old fashioned,
cumbersome, noisy, and fickle. Hooray
and welcome to the digital age, this is
gonna be great!
My first CD was Brothers In Arms
by Dire Straits, primarily because
there was little else to choose
from at the time. The first song, So
Far Away came on my player for the
first time and it sounded clinical, a
little metallic, clean and very bright.
www.novo.press
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WHAT’S REALLY BEHIND THE VINYL RESURGENCE?
I loved it! But, there was one big thing
In the last several
that differed, which I wasn’t so sure I liked. years, two formats
The actual disc got sucked into the player, have arisen and
which in of itself was super-cool, but it also rearisen, somewhat
made it disappear from sight. I couldn’t see s i m u l t a n e o u s l y ,
it spinning, and now had to rely on blinking which I find a bit
squares with numbers to understand what puzzling. For $10 a
track was actually playing. You were unable month, you now have
to see it working. What was it actually the ability to listen
doing? It had lasers! Why couldn’t I see the to virtually anything
lasers? I felt somewhat removed from the that’s been recorded
process without the visible representation in the last eighty or
of what was occurring. Maybe the laser so years. Suddenly,
would blind you, or even kill you. I had heard streaming opened
they could do that, as witnessed by all the the door to limitless
Star Wars movies. So, as a result, it had to listening, from the
be hidden away, deep in the bowels of the past right into the
player. Cool. I told myself it was probably future. Tidal, amped
a safety issue. My player even had a large up the level to higher
ominous sticker, indicating it was a Class fidelity. Interestingly though, I don’t use
1 Laser Product. Whatever that meant, it streaming nearly as much as I thought I
sounded pretty serious. That sticker single would. I find the vast choice of what to listen
handedly stopped me from opening up the to totally overwhelming and have yet to fully
whole player to witness the laser in action. digest not owning the music to do with what
Perhaps that’s why I’m still alive, and I choose. I feel a little less connected to the
music and tend to jump around from song
enjoying the gift of sight.
Many years later, MP3s and their to song, album to album and artist to artist.
corresponding players came into fashion, It’s a very ADD experience, and not the old
namely with the iPod and iTunes leading CD recording specifications of the past.
And, of course, vinyl is back, in a big way.
the way. I substantially embraced the iPod,
but late in the game. At the time, my wife I have a cartoon drawing on my bulletin
was pregnant, we were trying to finish the board in my office of two guys standing next
kid’s room, we had baby stuff to buy and to an expensive audio system, including
assemble and I had a large “honey-to-do” list. a turntable. One guy is saying to the next
With thousands of CDs in my collection, I guy “the thing I really love about playing
also had a lot of ripping ahead of me. I simply vinyl is the added cost and hassle”. That
had to have every last album on my iPod. The itself is part of the answer. Being connected
sheer concept of being able to walk down online is somehow leaving us feeling less
the street with my entire music collection connected with, and, to our music.
in my pocket was thrilling and mind blowing.
Re-enter music on vinyl. Songs from
My CD collection was housed on the first one artist, one album at a time, split into
floor, computers were on the second floor in twenty five minute intervals. You can watch
the office. I can’t tell you how many times it spinning at 33-1/3 RPMs, physically
I’d get caught with a stack of twenty five moving from song to song. Perhaps it was/
CDs heading upstairs to rip the next batch. is somewhat therapeutic.There’s all that
“Kevin, we need to put the crib together!” ambient background pop and hiss. You find
“OK, I’m on it”, thinking, right after I get this yourself automatically sitting on the floor
batch started.
with the cover and inner sleeve in hand,
iTunes was the new format and delivery checking out who played what instruments
system. It initially felt weird to me that and trying to make sense of the album art.
the format was on something that wasn’t It’s what you did as a kid. It’s what you did
exclusively a music-based component, but with your friends, lying on the floor, staring
I was able to live with that. It took me six at the ceiling with a black light on, listening
months to rip all my CDs and once complete, to Dark Side. No “buffering”, no ads, and no
I felt technically and musically fulfilled, in “bad network connections”. Using vinyl now
addition to being a new Dad. I missed the can be deeply nostalgic, which is certainly
tangible discs and liner notes, but the upside one powerful variable in the big mix of things.
of having the equivalent of three thousand The thing about vinyl, for us who grew up
CDs in my jacket pocket, or car, was worth it. with it, is we can remember everything
www.novo.press

associated with the purchase and listening
circumstances of any particular record in our
collections. I recall being on the bus back
home from the record store with my friends,
ripping open the shrink wrap to see what
was waiting for me on the inside. I think for
the most part, that’s gone. Or, is it? Maybe
the vinyl resurgence will bring that back to
a new generation. A few years ago I was
playing a record and when the side was over
I asked my 11-year old son to flip over the
record. After a minute or so of looking at the
turntable dumbfounded, he asked me what
I meant. I walked over and flipped over the
record, he was stunned and asked me how
the whole contraption worked.
In fact, my colleague Erik, in his late 20s,
has confessed to purchasing some vinyl
recently, confiding in me that he does NOT
even own a turntable. With the purchase of
the vinyl, he obtained a free digital download
to listen to, keeping the vinyl to look at,
feel, and relish in old-school craftsmanship.
Apparently, there’s a lot of that going on.
Fascinating!
You can certainly argue the better sound
issue, and for a lot of us, that’s a strong
aspect, but that’s a whole other story, for
another time.
While finishing up this article, I thought it
only suiting to break out Brothers In Arms for
a listen. Only this time around, I can easily
see what song my new Ortofon cartridge is
tracking as the LP spins round. You know
what, it does sound pretty damn good!
Unfortunately, I will have to get off my ass
and flip the disc over in a few minutes, but, I
still relish doing it.
Happy listening!
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3RIUS Design Innovation Lab

Made In Toronto

HOLOD3CK
MGEAR

by Suave Kajko

O

ne of my greatest rewards of being
plugged into the tech community is
that I get to meet a lot of truly remarkable
companies and the individuals that lead
them. One individual I had the pleasure to
meet recently is Robeco Clarete, the founder
of a local Toronto start up called 3Rius Design Innovation Lab (www.3rius.com). His
company started out by providing design and
engineering solutions and has since grown
significantly, opening its doors to support local ideas and early stage start-ups. Currently at their innovation lab, they are incubating
a number of selected technology projects
and housing early stage start-ups to grow
and scale up into meaningful companies, offering resources in various stages of growth.
A couple of products solutions / brands that
were incubated at their lab include MGEAR
and HOLOD3CK. Let’s take a look at each of
these interesting brands below.

MGEAR

MGear is a unique brand of customizable,
multi-functional modern minimalist wallets
that allows the user to create, configure
and personalize them using a vast selection
of designs, textures, gadgets and optional
accessories. Built from high precision
cut materials, stainless steel and brass
www.novo.press

components and engineered military grade
thermoplastic, this innovative modern wallet
is designed with the most functional and
expandable features in the wallet industry.
MGEAR hopes to bring a new level of
experience and meaning for users to own a
multi-functional wallet designed and built
to represent their personal style or brand by
allowing users to add their own logos, text
and creative designs on the wallet. www.
mgear.io
HOLOD3CK

Holod3ck is a portable full body 3D scanning
solution that takes a full 360 degree digital
scan of a person in ¼ of a second. From
scanning to 3D printing, Holod3ck offers
a full service solution to help you create
your own high resolution full color personal
3D figurine. From the photo realistic scan
you can memorialize yourself by creating
your own 3D Action figure, Digital Avatar
or 3D Selfie. The Holod3ck 3D scanner is
portable and can be assembled in about
an hour. The Holod3ck system is available
to individuals, community partners and
corporate businesses looking to capture
and memorialize special events through 3D
printing wherever the event is.
www.holod3ck.com
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A Musical Journey Back in Time with Kevin Rak

by Kevin Rak

A

s music lovers, we love to expand our
musical horizons by discovering bands
and artists that we’ve never heard of before.
Sometimes that means discovering recently
recorded music, while other times we look
through the pages of history. In this article,
I peer back in time at some of the standout
artists and events in music over the last
several decades. Marty - make sure the flux
capacitor is charged up and set the target
date for 1969.
On June 1, 1969, Trout Mask Replica by
Captain Beefheart & His Magic Band is
released.
If you are not familiar with this record,
or artist, you’re probably better off, better
adjusted and somewhat sane. For those who
know this recording, or perhaps even enjoy it,
there’s probably little hope left for you. This
record is by far the strangest, most bizarre
record I own, and, I’m not the only one who
feels this way. Rolling Stone wrote that the
album was “most unusual and a challenging
musical experience”. Matt Groening of The
Simpson’s fame thought “it was the worst
album I’d ever heard”. But, after several
listens “it clicked, and I thought it was the
greatest album I’d ever heard”. Stranger
still, in 2011, the record was added to The
United States National Recording Registry
by The Library of Congress. Either way, it’s
an “interesting record” to check out, but
don’t be surprised if it just leads to head
scratching and perpetual puzzlement. In
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MOJO Magazine’s 50 Weirdest Albums Ever,
this record clocks in at number one!
July 25, 1965 is musically historic in that
the acoustic folk-set and the electric Rock
N’ Roll set collided… hard! That summer
evening, Bob Dylan walked out on stage at
the Newport Jazz Festival with a Fender
Stratocaster electric guitar, instead of his
usual six string acoustic. “Folkies” were
horrified and booed him, others welcomed
the change, as well as new electric and full
band renditions of his tunes. Consequently
and coincidentally, he did not perform again
at Newport until 2002.
On August 15 - 18, 1969, in Woodstock, NY,
arguably the biggest and most influential
musical event of the last several decades
took place. Three days of peace, love and
music. Musically, it moved a generation, both
figuratively and literally, as half a million plus
traveled to Max Yasgur’s farm in the Catskill
Mountains. Incidentally, the festival closed
the chapter on the sixties, ironically, ending
the peace and love movement associated
with that decade.
Five years later, almost to the day, everything
changed, spearheaded by a handful of new
bands, with new attitudes. In August of ‘74,
one of those bands jumped on stage in the
dive bar of dive bars in New York City called
CBGBs. Rock N’ Roll music pivoted, and punk
rock was unleashed, exuding the opposite

of “peace and love”. The Ramones went on
to become the sound and look of irreverent
American punk rock. Ironically, these days,
an overwhelming amount their music
helps sell soft drinks, exercise equipment,
automobiles and banking, just to mention a
few.
On August 1st, 1981, video officially began
killing the radio star. MTV was launched and
it changed the way popular music was seen,
promoted and consumed. Naturally, the first
video played was “Video Killed the Radio Star”
song by The Buggles. It only made perfect
sense. These days, MTV is more synonymous
with “train wreck” reality shows, which, in of
itself, is a sad reality.
I believe that The Beatles were one, if not
the most prolific, consistent and imaginative
bands of all time. They were simply able to
crank out an amazing amount of great songs,
in a relatively short time span. To this day,
not many have come close. I’ve always been
amazed by the outcome of serendipity and
have often thought of how lucky we were that
Lennon and McCartney ended up meeting
and forming a tour de force band. With
that said, on July 6, 1957, McCartney met
Lennon just before Lennon was to perform
on stage with The Quarrymen. Shortly after,
McCartney was invited to join the band, they
became The Beatles, and the rest is musical
history. Today, their music still sounds fresh
and modern. Remarkable!
www.novo.press

Outfitting Your Home with Smart Technology
From Smart Appliances to Security Systems and Personal Assistants

The Smarter Coffee 2nd Generation coffee maker offers a built-in
grinder and can be activated with just a couple of taps on your phone.
by Alyssa Castle

M

ornings can be quite hectic - especially if you have a family, or a long
commute to work. Most people spend an
average of one to two hours getting ready,
making coffee, packing lunches, and trying
their best to remember to pull dinner out of
the freezer. Fortunately, tech companies are
doing their part to make our lives easier by
inventing gadgets that can take minutes,
or even hours, off of our schedule. Imagine
what more you could do with the 15 minutes it takes to make coffee every morning
or check your agenda. We’ve been keeping
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a close eye on a lot of these products, and
have gathered a list of our favorites. Check
out the top smart gadgets to help simplify
your morning routine.
Smart Appliances

We may not have flying cars, like Robert
Zemeckis predicted in “Back to the Future,”
but we do have an array of intriguing smart
appliances. Though some make us seriously
question their importance to human
existence - like smart toasters - others prove
to be far more useful, and valuable additions

to our day-to-day lives. For example, smart
coffee makers.
You may think that smart coffee makers
are a mere gimmick. After all, you can
program most coffee makers to brew on
a timer. But what if you could control your
coffee pot without having to leave the
comforts of your own bed? Now, you can
purchase a coffee maker that can not only
handle the standard programming - for the
old fashioned connoisseurs, of course - but
can be activated using an app on your phone.
App-enabled coffee makers range in price
www.novo.press
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YOUR MUSIC. EVERYWHERE.
The R-N Series, part of the MusicCast family, employs a high-performance wireless network to deliver
music and audio to any room in your home. It can stream digital music content from your smartphone,
PC or Network Storage to other MusicCast devices. It can also share the music from external
devices such as a CD player or TV.
Each R-N reciever is equipped with coaxial and optical inputs to receive audio from your TV and Blu-ray player.
The audio stays in the digital domain for pure, dynamic sound from all your entertainment sources, including
sports, movies, concerts, and other programmes.
The comprehensive connectors on the R-N Series include special phono input terminals, letting you easily
connect a turntable to enjoy music from your vinyl record collection.
Visit ca.yamaha.com for more information.

SMART HOME TECHNOLOGY

The Crock-Pot WeMo Smart Slow Cooker allows you to control all of its functions via the WeMo app on your phone to ensure a perfectly cooked meal every time, even when you’re not at home.
and functionality from $60 to a few thousand
dollars, but there are many great options
within an affordable price range. From single
serve, to full pot, to freshly-ground espresso,
there’s a smart coffee maker for everyone.
The Smarter Coffee 2nd Generation retails
for $249.99, and is compatible with Google
Assistant and Amazon Alexa. It’s a full serve,
full pot ordeal, with automation features and
a built-in bean grinder - truly a dream come
true. But, if you’re looking for something
more affordable and aren’t afraid to sacrifice
some functionality, the Behmor Brewer
Connected Coffee Maker retails for $169.99.
It might not have the same automation
features, but it’s still smarter than your
average cup of Joe. Fresh coffee in bed; who
says money can’t buy happiness?
For the working parents out there, who don’t
have time or energy to cook a four course
dining experience after a long day at work,
the wonderful world of tech has blessed us
with your new best friend - the smart slow
cooker. Slow cookers were already fairly
simple. You just have to remember to put the
food in and turn it on. But life happens, and
you forget to press start, or you’re running
late home and don’t want to overcook your
meal. Thankfully, some genius invented a
www.novo.press

slow cooker that can be controlled using
an app on your phone. Much like the smart
coffee makers, above, these slow cookers
can save you precious time and effort. The
Crock-Pot WeMo Smart Slow Cooker retails
for $149.99 and can be controlled via the
free WeMo app. Using the app, you can set
cook times, temperature, and even monitor
the cook of your food. Not only is a smart
slow cooker a huge time-saver, but it’s a
reassurance that your home, and meal, are
safe in good hands.
Smart Locks and Security
Systems

Speaking of safety, more people are turning
to smart home security and lock systems.
Although they were first released quite a
few years ago, new and improved models are
coming out frequently - each with their own
unique set of features. By removing the need
for a physical key, smart locks make it easier
to manage the security of your home, allow
multiple people access with your unique
code, and eliminate the complications of
human error. There’s nothing worse than
having your dog-sitter lose your house key.
Like most smart appliances, smart locks
come in a variety of options and feature-

sets. The most popular model on the market
is the August Smart Lock with HomeKit. This
smart lock works with Amazon Alexa, can be
controlled using voice commands, and even
keeps track of who’s been entering your home,
all while using the handy app. Though it may
seem a bit pricey, at $297, it only costs a bit
more than the coffee maker, and ensures the
safety of your home. Some companies have
chosen to go with a more all-encompassing
lock system - like the Schlage Sense, which
features a standard keyhole, pin-pad system,
and app functionality. This lock has more
features, but can cost anywhere between
$230 to $450. The Schlage is also only
compatible with Apple devices.
If you’re interested in a more in-depth
security system, there are many smartenabled surveillance technologies available,
ranging from baby monitors to Guantanamo
Bay-style video cameras. As they range in
functionality, they also vary in price. You
can pick up an app-enabled baby monitor
for under $200, or outfit your entire home in
thousands of dollars worth of video cameras.
The possibilities are endless, but most
people opt for simple, affordable security
cams, like the Amazon Cloud Cam or the
Nest Hello. Both are app-compatible, feature
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SMART HOME TECHNOLOGY

The August Smart Lock lets you to open your door with your phone and allows you to
grant access to family and friends when you’re away, with a just few taps of the app.
motion notification, and 1080p HD video.
While they’ve received similar reviews, the
Nest Cam has better functionality, including
facial recognition. The Nest Cam retails for
roughly $250, whereas the Cloud Cam is a
bit more affordable, at $160. A small price
to pay for pocket-sized security.
Smart Speaker Assistant

Gone are the days of having to be a high-paid
executive with a corner office to warrant a
personal assistant. Now, you can simply
purchase one at your local electronics store.
With the recent boom of smart speakers,

companies are manufacturing personal
assistants of all shapes and sizes. As long
as you have access to a Wi-Fi connection
and a smartphone, you can bark commands
into space and manage to schedule your day.
Why not start your morning with good tunes
and task management?
The beauty of smart speakers is their
simplicity. Once you have all of your apps
downloaded and synced, you can start using
them within seconds. Smart speakers, and
smart assistants, come in a variety of forms.
There are handheld versions, leading all the
way to bookshelf sized speakers. Each

come with their own pros and cons - some
are better for sound, others for usability and the choice comes down to personal
needs. If you’re a fan of user-friendliness
and all-around functionality, we recommend
Google’s line of smart speakers - the Google
Home, Google Home Mini, and Google Home
Max. They are easy to use, have more than
enough features, and are compatible with
most devices. Their sound isn’t fantastic,
but they beat the competition with their
usability. On the other hand, if you’re
partial to music listening, and don’t mind
being locked into a specific ecosystem,
we recommend the Apple HomePod. The
HomePod might not have all the features of
the Google Home, but it’s better suited for
music playback. There are a multitude of
speakers, and other devices, enabled with
smart assistants. If you’re looking for other
options, you can check out Amazon Alexa
enabled speakers - though we find Alexa a lot
less accommodating than other assistants!
The smart technology industry is booming,
and the possibilities are endless. If you
found any of these products interesting,
or want to learn more about smart home
technology, stay tuned for more articles on
smart technology in the next edition of NOVO
Magazine.

The Apple HomePod offers all the major features you would expect from a smart speaker, plus a great music listening experience.
www.novo.press
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by Glen Wagenknecht

Triangle
Elara LN01A Active Speakers

T

riangle has grown over its 38 years to
become one of France’s largest speaker
manufacturers. As a sought after high end
brand, it has developed a reputation in audiophile circles for a quality of sound that prioritizes an ideal of musical engagement over
absolutes in ruthless revelation, thus opening up a much wider music catalog for exploration and enjoyment. Triangle offers a broad
range of speakers, from high ticket top tier
contenders to high value product designed
to please the ear as well as the wallet. Their
latest design opens new territory in the lifestyle market with a tempting alternative to
the majority of Bluetooth offerings.

DESIGN & FEATURES

The compact new LN01A is derived from
28 NOVO

their popular Elara passive series and adds
an “A” for amplified to the model name.
The LN01A, in fact is a full fledged stereo
system, incorporating multiple components:
an amplifier, preamplifier, and DAC into a
simplified two box stereo arrangement. It’s
a system that packs the punch and flexibility
of a traditional setup minus the numerous
boxes and cables.
The Triangle design follows the standard
form of a computer style, amplified two
box arrangement. One speaker is active,
housing the electronic hardware and the
other speaker is passive, tethered via a
provided speaker cable. The LN01A marries
50 watts of amplification (x2 channels)
with a full assortment of modern and
standard connectivity on the rear panel.

There’s a wireless Bluetooth connection (4.0
A2DP aptX version) to give access to phone,
tablet or computer sources. There are also
coax and optical hard wire digital inputs
feeding an internal Wolfson WM8761 DAC,
as well as an RCA pair which is switchable
to accommodate either a regular line
source or a turntable. In fact, Triangle offers
an attractively priced package including
a matching Pro-Ject turntable with an
Ortofon OM-10e cartridge to satisfy vinyl
lovers. Absent are a USB input and WiFi,
and although not supported onboard, these
can be added via outboard solutions from
companies such as Google or Apple. For
those contemplating a 2.1 arrangement for
more extended bass, there is an unfiltered
subwoofer output. A small wireless remote
www.novo.press
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allows easy control of all standard functions
plus provides the additional niceties of bass
and treble tone controls as well as Bluetooth
playback commands.
The LN01A is a compact design measuring
165 H x 235 W x 291 D (mm) and weighing
in at 9.5 kg. Driver complement is a 25mm
silk dome tweeter and a 13.5 cm woofer
utilizing an uncapped, full surface diaphragm
with a rubber surround. The aesthetics are
tastefully handled, with MDF construction
finished in satin black or white paint. The
drivers are flush mounted with no visible
mounting hardware and the tweeter is
embellished with a light champagne tone
accent ring. The appearance “au naturel”
is clean modern, but for those preferring
a more conservative front face, Triangle
supplies a pair of magnetically fastened
cloth grill covers. There is a light on the
lower left corner of the right speaker which
gives visual confirmation of status and
control commands. Red indicates standby
mode, blue for Bluetooth source, green for
hard connections, and flashing to indicate
volume change to it’s upper and lower limits
where it becomes solid.
www.novo.press

PERFORMANCE

For listening sessions, I went back and
forth between my music server and Tidal
streaming, both connected through my server
using the wired coax and optical connections
as well as wireless Bluetooth from my iPad.
The internal 192/24 DAC proved extremely
sonically capable over a broad spectrum of
recording standards, with a single anomaly.
The coax input had problems with Reference
Recordings 176.4/24 material, but the
optical did not. Both wired connections
were otherwise roughly equivalent. The
Bluetooth source was quite enjoyable, but a
marked step down in quality from the other
alternatives, so a hard wired connection was
a preferred choice for serious listening. The
phono stage had to go unexplored because
alas, my record collection and turntable
have long since departed. I would make the
assumption that since a quality turntable
and cartridge are available as a packaged
bundle, Triangle would not shortchange the
prospective vinyl aficionado on that front.
My initial setup during the break-in period
mounted the speakers atop my Codia
Acoustic Design equipment rack, fairly

close together to approximate a small
scale listening environment. Thereafter
the speakers were stand mounted in two
positions. First session saw the Triangles
occupy my standard monitor spot, well out
into the room to remove boundary effects.
Second round put them closer together
and about 16” away from the rear wall.
IsoAcousic vibration mounts were used in
all positions. Cabling was stock provided
speaker wire, Audio Sensibility coax and
Signal Cable optical.
The Elara did quite well in the small scale
setup, showing broad image spread, decent
focus, and surprisingly uncoloured tonal
response, especially in the critical midband,
where instruments had weight and presence.
My standard “big rig” placement, far out into
the room, didn’t show the Elara to advantage,
but in Goldilocks fashion, at 16” out, they
played to perfection.
Low volume response was exemplary,
retaining intelligibility and dynamic energy.
On the opposite end of the scale, the
diminutive pair played reasonably loud
with extraordinary dynamic contrast.
Don’t expect PA levels, but they can fill
a room. Treble response was both sweet
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and highly detailed, proving the silk dome
a good driver choice in this pairing and
contributed a credible sense of “air” and
relevant venue information without any
hardness or ringing. Vocal presentation
was clean and uncluttered, favouring an
organic, solid presentation that gave body
to the performers without exhibiting any
serious box coloration. Bass weight on the
small midwoofer reached a solid 35 cycles,
proving once again, that modern compact
speakers needn’t be bass shy. The extended
lower end response didn’t draw attention
to itself, unless pushed to excess by either
placement error or volume level, giving
credible foundation to instruments like the
bass cello and piano. Recordings such as
“Fever” from the Convergence album by Malia
and Boris Blank or the heavy slamming main
title theme for “The Punisher” by Tyler Bates
on Tidal kicked with weight, definition, and
dynamic power. The little Triangle wasn’t
afraid of throwing some muscle into the
musical proceedings.
All fundamental parameters were well
represented, and high levels of detail, venue
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size, dynamic swing, and dimensional focus,
although very slightly diminished by price
no object standards, were still very much in
evidence. The Triangle could play big and bold,
or warm and intimate, with a visceral quality
capturing an addictive mix of authentic
instrument density and propulsive energy.
Percussive spectacular “Can Can” from FIM’s
Top 12 in Gold Plus album came alive with
quick attack, reverberant decay and a huge
soundstage. On Tidal, the scale and haunting
delicacy of Lavinia Meijer’s harp on “Rooftop
Kiss” from James Horner: The Classics was
captured grand scale, articulate, life size
and dimensional in a convincing fashion.
Just how good was the Elara LN01A? Those
making the assumption that the computer
speaker form would dictate adequate but not
serious performance, would be in gross error.
Triangle’s reputation for making thoroughly
engaging high end loudspeakers was well
honoured in these strong little performers.
They exhibited some of the best abilities of
higher tier powerhouses with what most will
perceive as only small compromises, and
like a good magic trick, those compromises

were cleverly concealed. The modest price
tag buys a high quality, full fledged stereo
system with only a source required to
make music. Provided a good source, these
demure looking tots will happily demonstrate
some diva caliber performance that can
compete against separates at multiples
the cost. Whether you’re upwardly mobile
or downsizing from the big rig, the Elara
LN01A is easily recommended. It’s perfect
for those short on space but not on musical
aspirations - a standout sonic value.
Triangle
www.triangle-fr.com
info@trianglehifi.com
Distributed in Canada by
Motet Distribution
www.motetdistribution.com
(905) 474-4331
Triangle Elara LN01A Active
Speakers
Price: $700 US/pair
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REVIEW
by Glen Wagenknecht

Monitor Audio
Studio Loudspeakers

M

onitor Audio has consistently impressed me with the quality of their
sound at the audio shows. Whether top
tier or more modest gear, they have always
achieved a high standard of performance
that has honored the music and earned
spots on my personal wish list. This British
company has a proven track record dating
back to 1972, and has been on a roll of late,
conjuring up a parade of state of the art challengers and high value trickle down offerings
that have garnered universal accolades. The
newly introduced Studio loudspeaker marks
a fairly radical departure from their more
traditional bookshelf designs. It stands in
its own division, falling price wise between
the Bronze 2 and Silver 50 speakers, and
borrows technologically from their top tier

www.novo.press

with a tantalizing mix of fresh ideas applied
to their proven technology. Just how good is
the Studio?
DESIGN & FEATURES

The designer has opted for an ambitious
D’Appolito configuration, marrying their
advanced Heil variation MDP (Micro Pleated
Diaphragm) tweeter to a pair of long throw
4 inch mid woofers derived and modified
from their uppermost Platinum II line. The
woofers utilize Monitor Audio’s proprietary
C-CAM and RDT II technologies to achieve
exceptionally low distortion. The woofers are
clamped rigidly into place onto a curvaceous,
die cast metal sub baffle via a bolt through
assembly connecting the magnet structure
of each driver to the rear panel to increase

rigidity. The cabinet, though relatively light,
is extremely solid. The design is dual rear
ported, using a slotted variation of their
HiVe II design, and allows an uncluttered
rear panel layout. The connectors get the
full premium treatment, with large, rhodium
plated terminals from the Platinum line.
Crossover components are likewise, high
grade. Specifications indicate an efficiency
of 86 dB and a nominal 4 ohm load that
dips below 3 ohms, so quality amplification
possessing a robust power supply will be
needed for best advantage.
In the looks department, the Studio gets
high marks. The grill-less sculptured face
and svelte 340 x 156.2 x 361 mm (133/8
x 61/8 x 143/16”) dimensions echo their
premium PL500 II line with a refined
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aesthetic that screams slick, modern Both drivers exhibited tight control, and
lifestyle décor. The speakers are done in the folded ribbon tweeter showed delicacy,
a tasteful satin paint finish, available in sounding unforced and un-etched. Raw
white, black or grey, with upscale lower detail remained a strong suit of the Studio,
corner logo embellishments. The size allows showing high levels of enunciation that
wide placement versatility, from casual allowed me to follow complex lines of vocal
tabletop mount, to more traditional stand or orchestral material. Enhanced vibration
mount configuration, depending on your control added context to that detail, fusing
requirements and the seriousness of your quantity of information into more realistic
audio playback ambitions.
instrumental character. Audience clapping
The optional stands included for review on live venue recordings like Diana Krall
were very nicely matched, both in aesthetic “Live in Paris” or Loreena McKennitt “Nights
execution and build quality. The top plate from the Alhabra” evolved from a cloud of
is laser cut steel, the pillar is extruded energetic transient snaps to a multitude of
aluminum, and the base is die cast aluminum. enthusiastic human hands.
The provided finish had a matching grey pillar
Driver integration gelled at distances beyond
with a satin black top plate and a richly about 3 feet, allowing a generous seating
contoured black base. Full white satin is area for casual listening. Critical listening
also available. Monitor Audio has opted for a gave immersive results in near field and
4 footer arrangement with height adjustable quite compelling performance far field, where
chrome plated spikes. The Studios can be bass response optimized with a meaty zest.
bolted to the stands via 4 threaded holes The lower frequency limit was commendable,
located on the underside of the speaker, for given the speaker’s modest proportions and
a more rigid and stable interface. Damping 4 inch paired driver complement, plumbing
and surface protection is afforded by down to a solid 35 cycles with good
oversized, rubber spacers on the top plate. authority, provided that volume levels were
The rear of the pillar offers a vertical recess kept at sane levels. I never felt the need
with adjustable plastic restraints, to keep to augment with my subwoofer, although
cabling tidy. The spike mount is thoughtfully those demanding greater impact may prefer
recessed within an elastomer surround that option. Midband performance was very
to allow for adjustable placement without much studio monitor neutral, neither adding
spikes for those with hardwood or solid or subtracting warmth, and could be mildly
flooring, a nice touch.
tailored to taste by choice of ancillaries.
Highs reached upwards with pedigree
PERFORMANCE
finesse, showing Monitor Audio’s MPD
My standard monitor arrangement tweeter to be a standout performer. With the
automatically assumes the requirement IsoAcoustics resonance control mounts in
for additional vibration management and place, the Studio transformed the character
utilizes IsoAcoustics resonance control into a classic British reference monitor,
mounts between the speaker and stand. becoming more midrange centric, with the
To create a benchmark reference point, the response expanding in both directions as
Monitor Audio speakers and stands were set natural extension.
up as a matched pair, minus the IsoAcoustic
Best dynamic behavior was achieved
enhancement. Electronics was a combo of operating at natural acoustic levels, allowing
Tortuga pre/Bel Canto/Wyred components, the speaker respectable macro swing with
with Arkana Physical Research cable. A a wealth of micro detail. Higher volume
second round of listening sessions added levels were possible, but at the expense
the mounts back into the mix to see if the of some dynamic and spatial compression.
speakers would see benefits.
Subwoofer augmentation would extend
Out of the box the Studios played very that range by a few dBs and increase the
much in the mold of a studio control monitor comfort zone of the main speakers. The
optimized to emphasize detail, all up front, Studio fared surprisingly well on a torture
all start-stop precision. The sheer detail test recording “From the Age of Swing” by
level at this stage was mesmerizing, but Dick Hyman, a Reference Recording jazz CD
ultimately lacked some refinement. As the which challenges even top tier speakers
system broke in, the Studios gained their and electronics. It demonstrated that the
British heritage, becoming more natural specified 110 dB dynamic ability could flex
and displaying warmth and sophistication, real muscle if applied to dynamic range
without sacrificing their resolving power. rather than absolute volume level.
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Image depth and projection expanded
over the break-in period, rewarding with
a good sense of space and a reasonable
amount of layering, although initially falling
slightly short of more expensive, upper tier.
The overall size of the soundstage showed
greater proficiency in width where the Studio
could achieve near panel speaker spread, as
well as good reproduction of height. It did a
reasonable job projecting images forward,
but compressed depth information to a small
degree. Image focus and specificity followed
suit, delineating better in the left to right
plane, but somewhat homogenizing depth
information. With vibration management
applied, the Studio changed its game,
expanding in all directions, showing small,
but noticeable gains in width and height,
and drastic gains in depth and focus. Image
localization and dimensionality became
far more palpable, placing performers with
superior precision in a deeper, more defined
soundstage. The Reference Recording “The
Chicago Sessions 1994-1995: Clark Terry”
came alive with full scale venue, and the
delicately layered artificial soundscapes of
musical pop like the Tidal track “Turn: The
Wombats (featuring Dagny)” were revealed,
big, bold and infectiously fun. At full potential,
the Studios added a convincing image and
soundstage to their list of attributes, rivaling
much pricier fare.
Bottom line, how good are the Monitor
Audio Studio and stand? The stand is
effective, stylishly attractive, and a joy to
use. It merits an easy recommendation. The
Studio? Beneath that lifestyle exterior beats
a heart of pure Platinum pedigree. If you treat
it like an upper crust lifestyle component, it
will deliver imminently satisfying results. If
you treat it like a Platinum series progeny, it
will reward with true High End performance.
Lifestyle or audiophile? I’ll take both, thank
you. Add another Monitor Audio product to
my short list.
Monitor Audio
www.monitoraudio.com
Distributed in Canada by
Kevro International
www.kevro.com
(905) 428-2800 / (800) 667-6065
Monitor Audio Studio Loudspeakers
Price: $1400 US/pair
Monitor Audio Studio Stands
$500/pr
www.novo.press

REVIEW
by George de Sa

Angstrom Loudspeakers
Suono 600SD On-Wall Speakers

H

ave you heard the expression, ‘three’s speakers (left and right) to deliver all three
a crowd’? Imagine that hot date with channels of sound - discretely? Magic?
someone you’ve just been dying to get to Well, Angstrom Loudspeakers, with their
know and then finding out they’re bringing Suono 600SD loudspeaker, aims to deliver
their little sibling. Talk about turning a hot just such a Houdini act. The Suono 600SD
date into a cold shower. Similarly, it’s that integrates a split centre channel within just
third front speaker in a home theatre sur- two enclosures – a left and a right. Using
round sound setup, yeah that centre channel, a matched set of drivers, dedicated to the
which can sometimes turn your hot home centre channel sound, in each of the left
theatre setup into - a crowd. Think about and right speaker enclosures, it creates a
putting your lovely new 75 inch TV above stereophonic centre channel. The result is
your fireplace mantle; just where does that three channels of discrete audio from just
centre channel go? Mount it below the TV two compact enclosures that can stylishly
and that places your TV too high. Put that flank your television. This design aims to
centre speaker above the TV and only the provide all the benefits, including a natural
birds will hear it. Sure, you could skip the spatial effect, well-articulated voices, and a
centre speaker but since most movie tracks panoramic sound stage, from two speakers
are recorded in discrete 5.1 (or more) chan- – not three. Hey, I think that hot date might
nels and up to 80 percent of the sound is de- be back on.
The Suono 600SD speaker is a compact and
livered through the centre channel; you might
want to rethink that. And, even if you can svelte design, just 3-inches deep, 7-inches
squeeze in that centre speaker, your décor wide and 34-inches high, complementing TVs
conscious self would love a simpler solution. from 55 inches and up. Each Suono 600SD
Heck, anything that can reduce the speaker houses an incredible 6 drivers – including:
footprint while preserving sonics is, well… three 1-inch soft dome tweeters and three
4.5-inch mid-woofers. The speaker has a 6
magic.
Ohm impedance, 89 dB sensitivity and 120
DESIGN & FEATURES
watt power handing, making it benign for
So what would you say about getting two most home theatre receivers. The 600SD
www.novo.press

has a wide useable frequency range of 55Hz
to 20KHz (+/- 3dB) and weighs in at 17lbs
per speaker. Three finishes are available:
black, silver or white, with the matching
fabric covers being black, grey or white.
Since the Suono 600SD is a sealed design
(no bass ports) they do well when mounted
on or placed near walls.
The Suono 600SD speaker has a solid
build, with clean and contemporary lines. Its
high quality gloss finish, snug form-fitting
fabric and concealed hardware, makes it as
non-intrusive as can be. Removable endcaps, both top and bottom, hide the springloaded hook-up terminals. The six drivers,
mentioned earlier, are all hidden behind the
acoustically transparent fabric and arranged
top-to-bottom, as follows: mid-woofer +
tweeter within an internal compartment;
then, mid-woofer + tweeter + mid-woofer
and a last but not least, the side-firing
Sound Diffuser tweeter (where the SD in the
name comes from), within a second internal
compartment. And, let’s not forget the
5-year parts and labour warranty.
When it comes to hooking up the Suono
600SD there are a couple of options available,
depending on the application. As much as
the primary application for the 600SD is the
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three front channels in a surround sound
setup; the Suono 600SD can also be used
in a two-channel stereo music system.
Instructions are provided in the box, with
clear and simple diagrams for each setup.
The stereo hook-up is unique, requiring an
extra single-lead jumper between the top
and bottom (+ve to –ve) terminals and while
easily accomplished, it would have been
great to have this hook-up internally wired
and switch activated.
PERFORMANCE

A 30-hour break-in is recommended in the
Angstrom manual, so I gave the speakers
72+ hours before evaluating them. Using
the optional matching Proprietary Plinths,
rather than the included wall-mounts, I sat
the speakers on my MR24 Target Audio steel
stands, just a couple inches away from the
rear wall. Stereo evaluations were by way of
my Rega Elex-R integrated amp using Tidal
HiFi streaming via my MOON by Simaudio
280D DAC / player, while 5.1 surround was
evaluated with my Onkyo TX-SR805 AVR.
For most of my listening, I paired the Suono
600SD with my Energy ESW-M6 subwoofer.
I began by evaluating the Suono 600D in
a stereo two-channel music setup. One
album I cued up on Tidal HiFi was Norah
Jones, Come Away With Me. When done
right, Norah Jones sounds sultry and no less
than deliciously sensual. I have to admit, I
do have a little ‘thang’ for the way she sings.
Giving listen to the Suono 600D a-la-carte, I
was happy to hear the clarity, crispness and
taught nature of the presentation. Piano
keys had up-front impact and the stand-up
bass plucks possessed a good measure of
immediacy. However, I have to admit, I was
not feeling the emotion. There was a lack
of body, unsubstantial warmth and the piano
notes were tonally incomplete. So I hooked
up and dialed in my ESW-M6 subwoofer and
like a Pheonix re-born, the Suono 600SD
transformed into an entirely different animal.
With the subwoofer supporting the lower
registers (coming in below 110 Hz) the
600SD was now able to deliver the music
with realistic sized images, naturalness of
tone and yes, emotion. The soundstage itself
gained scale with Norah’s voice portrayed
with a sense of dimension and roundness.
Listening to “Feelin’ the Same Way” Norah’s
voice possessed warmth and body, while the
bass line now had realistic weight. I took
note of the breadth of the stereo image;
well extended, reaching by a considerable
amount beyond the outer edges of the
www.novo.press

speakers, no doubt attributable to those SD
tweeters. Cymbals played on “Come Away
With Me” were notably crisp and brassy,
with a lifelike shimmer, while the brushes on
the drums were substantially detailed. The
guitar strings too contained an appreciable
amount of texture and delicacy. The reverb
around Norah’s voice and the intelligibility of
her phrasing was capably handled. In short,
with the backing of an appropriately setup
subwoofer, the Suono 600D could deliver
music in a very enjoyable and nuanced
manner. If you prefer a matching subwoofer,
Angstrom does offer the ALFT10-S150 for
$699 CAD. As well, for dedicated music
2-channel systems, Angstrom offers the
Suono 2-way, 2.5-way and 3-way models,
priced from $339 to $599 CAD / each.
In a home theatre setting, one of the
movies that gave me a broad understanding
of the performance capabilities of the
Angstrom Suono 600SD was the sci-fi movie
Oblivion. Watching this DTS-HD Blu-ray, I
was very impressed with the ability of the
600SD to deliver speech with a very high
level of intelligibility. Not only was I able to
easily hear every word at reference volumes
(85 dB) but this clarity of speech remained
even at the lowest volume levels (30dB
range). When it comes to hearing every
syllable of speech in a movie, I have to say
that the 600SD is a star. Though I did notice
that sibilants were slightly highlighted but
this may be just me nitpicking. Listening
to metallic sounds, I was thrilled with their
vividness - they sounded crisp, quick and
sharp. Special effects sounds too were
noticeably crisp and clean. Especially
engaging were the flight scenes with
the searing engine sounds of the drones
and the Bubbleship. The firing of a gun
during one of the scenes was amazingly
dynamic, literally jolting me in my seat.
Drums within the accompanying music of
a chase scene proved the Suono 600SD’s
capability in delivering tight and well-timed
sound. Sitting to the left and right of my
TV, the Suono speakers cast a generously
wide soundfield, extending well beyond the
speakers; no doubt in part due to those side
firing SD tweeters. Optimal performance
was within 20-degrees left/right off centre.
Going beyond this point, sounds began to
coalesce around the nearest speaker, a little
more so than with a traditional three speaker
home theatre setup. Moving outside that
40-degree area also had the effect of leaning
the tonal balance to the treble, as you began
to hear more of the side-firing tweeter in the

mix. In short, the 600SD works best if you
don’t need to sit too far off to the sides.
Another movie that demonstrated the
Angstrom Suono 600SD’s capabilities was
Skyfall. This 007 movie with Daniel Craig
features an incredibly dynamic and fastpaced opening act that incorporates a car
chase, motorcycle chase, and train-top
foot chase, concluding with a sniper shot
and Bond going over a waterfall. I was very
impressed with the excitement that the
600SD was able bring to this opening act.
The sound of the crowd in the streets was
fully immersive; the complex mix of noises
impressively well delineated. Breaking
glass, crumpling metal and crashes were
impressively clear and quick sounding.
During the transients there did seem to be
some accentuation of the upper middle /
lower treble frequencies, as the loudest of
sharp sounds did come across somewhat
harsh. The Suono 600SD favours dynamics
and agility to smoothness. I noted that the
music and sound effects were well separated,
with the speakers being proficient at sorting
out a smorgasbord of sonic details to deliver
an intelligible soundtrack realistically.
Unlike centre channels placed below or
above television screens, the Suono 600SD
was able to project voices from the centre
of the screen at mid-height, much like being
at the movie theatres where their centre
channel is behind the screen. I did watch
the spectacular train crash in Skyfall, which
the Suono 600SD was able to create with
very remarkable power, dynamics, making
me replay it at least a couple times for the
sheer thrill.
The Angstrom Suono 600SD speaker is an
almost miraculous solution for those seeking
a higher quality home theatre surround
sound experience, without the need for a
third front speaker. When properly mated
to a subwoofer, they can deliver music and
movies in a thrilling manner. Compact,
well built, and stylish the Angstrom Suono
600SD might just be the speaker solution
you’ve been waiting to find.
Angstrom Loudspeakers
www.angstromloudspeakers.com
(416) 988-8806
info@angstromloudspeakers.com
Angstrom Loudspeakers Suono
600SD On-Wall Speakers
Price: $1,299 CAD / pair
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by Andre Marc

Bryston
BP-2 MM/MC Phono Preamp with the PS-3 Power Supply

B

ryston, the Canadian high audio manufacturer who has been around for decades,
has thrived with a loyal customer base because they do many things that just make
sense. They are engineering driven, refusing
to chase fads and trends, and price their
gear very fairly. Their products are made in
North America, with a build quality competitors should envy, with legendary reliability,
backed by 20 year warranties on many products. Forget model churn, or marketing flash,
you won’t find it here.
The company has footholds in both the
pro and consumer audio markets, which
should be seen as a huge positive. Recently,
Bryston has fleshed out their product line
to include virtually every category, including
power conditioners, passive and active
speakers, subwoofers, cables, along with
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their long time offerings in amplification.
The last piece of the puzzle was designing
and manufacturing analog playback gear,
including a turntable and stand alone phono
stages.
DESIGN & FEATURES

This brings us to the subject of this review,
the BP-2 MM/MC phono preamplifier. The unit
sells for $1750 US and must be connected
to an outboard power supply. Bryston sent
along their PS-3 external supply, which
retails for $1000 US. They have a similar
footprint, so they look like two of a perfect
pair. Bryston says that owners of the Bryston
MPS-2, the discrete power supply used to
power the BP-26 preamp, will not need the
PS-3. The MPS-2 will power their outboard
phono stages as well.

Spinning vinyl on a high end system in 2018
earns you an audiophile badge, even with
the proliferation of high resolution digital
sources. There are a number of reasons for
this including questionable digital mastering,
the tidal wave of vinyl reissues, many of
exceptional quality, and the notion that
digital can never truly capture the spirit of
music recorded to tape. On the flip side,
there are many vinyl reissues produced from
digital files, which is seen as a compromise
at best, and exploitation, at the worst.
Interestingly, there has never been more
affordable, high quality vinyl playback gear
available to those who prefer to spin the
black circle.
When Bryston designed the BP-2 phono
preamp, they did so with their usual
modus operandi, using solid engineering,
www.novo.press
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and prioritizing sonic performance. Flashy
looks, or fashionable features are not part
of the plan. In fact, the BP-2 and PS-3 are
beautifully built, and exude class. Both
are available with either silver or black
faceplates.
The BP-2 is designed around a discrete
Class A output stage, and Bryston claims
their RIAA equalization is extremely accurate.
It offers enough configurable options that
should make it compatible with most
cartridges on the market. Bryston says their
ultimate goal was to make sure the delicate,
low voltage outputs from cartridges were
rendered with ultra low noise and distortion,
for a better listening experience.
The PS-3 is a fully analog power supply
designed with a toroidal transformer.
Bryston says the PS-3 provides ultra clean
current via filtration and effective regulation.
High quality power is essential for all
components, but especially important for
vinyl playback.
Setting up the BP-2 MM/MC and PS-3
needed no special consideration. My usual
preference with outboard power supplies is
to separate them from the components they
are powering. The umbilical cord supplied
was long enough to allow me to situate the
BP-2 on my rack and the PS-3 on a block of
cedarwood, on the floor behind the system.
The only “tweak” was the use of a PS Audio
power cord on the PS-3, instead of the stock
cable. The BP-2 has a Mute button on the
front panel which was most welcomed. It
really was a very useful feature, especially
when cleaning the stylus, and changing
records.
To start, I used my Rega Planar 3 (2016
www.novo.press

model) with a Rega Elys2 Moving Magnet
cartridge. In the interesting world of
audiophile existence, this may seem
as a very modest table, but it provides
tremendous musical pleasure to this
listener. It is equipped with the Rega Neo
outboard power supply, and a Groovetracer
sub platter. The set up is by the book and
simple, and sounds excellent. Since the
Elys2 is MM, with no unusual parameters,
everything was plug and play. All that was
left to do was dig out some vinyl and drop
the needle.
PERFORMANCE

Disclaimer, no “audiophile demo” records
were played during this review. I played
records that I enjoy, and that are common to
many music lovers. With that out of the way,
the first record I played was
one from childhood, Wild
Cherry’s 1976 self titled
debut. The funk is so thick,
and the grooves so deep, if
I am not moving around the
room, something is wrong.
Well, nothing was amiss as
the Rega / Bryston combo
presented the music with
immaculate precision, and,
most importantly, it was
super fun. “Play That Funky
Music” indeed, fittingly, the
title of the monster single
from the album.
The mood stayed vintage,
and next up was Traffic’s
brilliant self titled second
album from 1968, on United

Artists. I never thought this United Artists
pressing was stellar, but I had to reconsider
after hearing it via the Bryston. The interplay
between the great Steve Winwood and
Dave Mason was far more apparent, and all
sorts of hidden aspects of the mix came to
light. The album was less psychedelic then
their debut, and less jazzy than subsequent
releases. The BP-2 and external power
supply made me want to procure an even
cleaner copy.
The pre disco Bee Gees’ had a brilliant run
from 1966 to 1972, and the album Trafalgar,
from 1971 is a masterwork. This early Atco
pressing contains their endlessly covered
“How Can You Mend A Broken Heart?” and
other gems like “Don’t Want To Live Inside
Myself”. Each song is a like a mini pop
symphony, and the layers of acoustic guitar,
strings, and the magical harmonies of the
Gibb brothers was breathtaking. The BP-2
created a very widescreen presentation here,
and I had requests to spin this album several
times from visitors.
The BP-2 also allowed me to be conclusive
about albums I was on the fence about.
For example, Harold Melvin & The Blue
Notes 1975 album To Be True, a classic
no doubt, always made me unsure of how
Teddy Pendergrass’s raw and powerful
vocal delivery fit into the group’s smooth
arrangements and harmonies. The Bryston
allowed me to confirm my long held belief. As
great a vocalist as Pendergrass was, his no
holds barred style did not quite gel for me.
The distinction between the backing vocals,
the classic Philadelphia soul grooves, and
his lead vocal was clear as day. In contrast,
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it was also easy to hear the setting for
Pendegrass’s self titled 1977 solo album,
which was more sympathetic, as it featured
heavier grooves, and a less lush backing.
This was a great listen.
A friend brought over an incredibly hard to
find LP, by Cyndee Peters, Black Is the Color,
on the terrific Swedish label Opus3. It is very
much a purist recording, with minimalist
microphone techniques and no added
ambiance. The authentic mix of gospel,
blues, and folk is just enchanting, and the
BP-2 seemed to place all the instruments
and singers in specific locations in the
recording space. Playing this LP was one of
the highlights of my time with the Bryston
combo.
Half way through this review, I received
the EAT C-Major turntable with their new Jo.
No. 5 Moving Coil cartridge. (A full review of
this table and cartridge will follow). I initially
played all the same records to start. The
only thing I needed to do is flip the toggle
switch from MM to MC on the back of the
BP-2. There was plenty of gain, and since
the recommended loading for the EAT cart
is 100-300 Ohm, I did not need to make
any adjustments. If one needs to change
the loading on the BP-2, simply opening the
case with a hex tool and configuring the DIP
switches is all that is needed to be done.
As great as the BP-2 / PS-3 duo sounded
with the Rega, it went up a notch with the
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EAT table and MC cartridge There was an
added delicacy, depth, and precision that
had guest listeners extremely impressed,
and quite frankly, requesting LP after LP. The
records as described above still sounded
wonderful, but with a bit more definition in
the bass, and it was easier to hear inside
complicated passages. Listeners found both
presentations very satisfying, and clearly
the BP-2 excelled in both Moving Magnet and
Moving Coil modes.
I thought a fair comparison for the BP-2
and PS-3 would be against the German made
Lehmann Audio Black Cube SE, which retails
currently for about $1500 US. It includes
an outboard power supply and handles MM
or MC cartridges. Head to head, I felt the
Bryston pair was superior, specifically, with
better defined bass, a wider soundstage, an
overall advantage in transparency. Don’t get
me wrong, the Black Cube SE is an excellent
sounding unit, it was close, so what I am
describing is a matter of degrees. But if I had
to pick one, the Bryston gets the clear nod.
Of course, factor in that the Byston pair is
$1200 US more. But you definitely get what
you pay for and more here.
The Bryston BP-2 / PS-3 duo is a stellar
combination. If you are a listener whose
priorities are superb transparency, tonal
neutrality, and superb, accurate bass, these
products are very highly recommended.
If you are looking for colored sound, or a

presentation that is not true to the source,
you may want to look elsewhere. It should
be noted that the BP-2 phono board can be
ordered in Bryston preamps.
In fact, the BP-2 revealed so much of what
was in the grooves, it provided an incentive
to engage in record hunting, which this
household has not done for a while since
we own a healthy collection. Out came the
wallet and during this review, we scored
several choice pressings that have been on
the shopping list. At $2750 US, this combo
is in no way inexpensive, but it will more
than likely be a purchase that will provide
numerous years of good listening. Having
had hundreds of review components come
through our system, it has never been so
difficult facing the notion of packing up and
sending gear back to the manufacturer. The
Bryston pair was simply transformative for
my vinyl listening.
Bryston Limited
www.bryston.com
1-800-632-8217
Bryston BP-2 MM/MC Phono
Preamp
Price: $1,750 US
Bryston PS-3 Power Supply
Price: $1,000 US
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